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RELIABLE EQUIPMENT
Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
MODEL 017 - CHAINSAW
MODEL #017
LIGHTWEIGHT
CHAINSAW

Stihl’s lowest-priced chain saw has many of
the same design features as the professional
models, including inboard mounted inertia
chain brake, Master Control Lever, anti-vibration
mounts, easy-off filter cover, piston-ported
engine, and view-through oil and gas tanks.
Features:
14” bar and chain
Weighs only 9.6 lbs.
1.84 cubic inch engine.
Inertia chain brake included.

LIGHTWEIGHT STIHL CHAINSAWS
Combining low fuel consumption and balanced design, Stihl offers the occasional user a
variety of efficient, economical light and medium duty saws to choose from. Several of
these models are suitable for more demanding use. All are easy to operate and, with
proper maintenance, will provide many years of dependable performance. Bar lengths
range from 12” to 18” making these saws ideal for limbing, pruning, and felling small trees.

MODEL 026/026 PRO - CHAINSAW
MODEL #026
PROFESSIONAL
CHAINSAW

A very durable saw for the serious firewood
cutter. Slim profile, light weight make it easy
to operate. Easy access air filter and side
chain tensioner make it simple to maintain.
Includes IntelliCarb compensating carburetor.
Features:
16” bar and chain.
Weighs only 11.5 lbs.
2.97 cubic inch engine.
Inertia chain brake included.

MODEL 036 PRO - CHAINSAW
MODEL #036
H/D PROFESSIONAL
CHAINSAW

Primarily designed for professional wood
cutting, the 036 features a balanced design.
A good power-to-weight ratio makes it a very
comfortable saw to use.
Includes IntelliCarb compensating carburetor
and adjustable oil pump.
Features:
20” bar and chain.
Weighs only 13.5 lbs.
3.75 cubic inch engine.
Iner tia chain brake included.

Professionals appreciate what heavy-duty Stihl saws have to offer.
Stihl heavy-duty chainsaws are the answer. They are great for felling larger trees and a
boon to the active woodcutter who cuts large amounts of firewood on a regular basis. All
of these models are powerful performers, yet their power-to-weight ratio and durable
design enable the operator to cut for extended periods of time with reduced fatigue.

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193
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Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.
MODEL TS 400 CUTQUIK 14” CUT OFF SAW
The differences in the TS 400 are easy to see: Maximum
reliability, extremely long run times, a radical reduction
in maintenance and ser vice inter vals, plus an
outstanding cutting performance. Available with either
a 12” or 14” cutting wheel, the TS 400 offers many
features that are exclusive to Stihl including a semiautomatic belt tensioner, Elastostart handle and Easy
Start System.

When the cutting gets tough
you need a StihlR Cutquick.
For Cutting:
Stone
Asphalt
Concrete

Metals
Masonary
Ductile Iron

Features:
3.9” cubic inch engine
12” or 14” Cutting Wheel
12” weighs 19.2 lbs.
14” weighs 20.5 lbs.
9,700 rpm Engine speed
1.56 pt. fuel capacity
MODEL #400
CUTQUICK
CUT-OFF SAW

MODEL TS 460 CUTQUIK 14” CUT OFF SAW

Exclusive Belt Tensioner

To compliment the TS 460’s excellent power-to-weigt
ratio, Stihl has added its Easy Start System consisting
of the Elastostart shock-absorbing handle, which
is designed to reduce the kick associated with starting
high compression engines, and decompression valve
to lower compression in the cylinder. The unit also
offers vibration dampening, an enclosed recoil system,
a multi-stage air filter and a compact, ergonomic
top handle design.

Standard on the TS 400 and TS 460.
With a simple turn of the wrench,
the spring loaded ar m automatically adjusts the drive belt
to the correct tension.

Features:
4.4” cubic inch engine
14” Cutting Wheel
Weighs only 24.3 lbs.
9,500 rpm Engine speed
2.3 pt. fuel capacity
MODEL #460
CUTQUICK
CUT-OFF SAW
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